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Let X b a set* A collection 9 of subsets of X has subinfinite rank if whenever V c 9, nV#t?, 
and $@ is infinite, then there are two distinct elements of Y, one of which is a subset of the other. 
A TN space w&h a base of subinfinite rank is hereditarily metacompact. 
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metacQm~ct partially ordered set subinfinite rarrk 
Let X be a set and let * be a family of subsets of X. The family B has subinfinite 
rank if every infinite su non-empty intersection contains two sets 
related by set inclusion. The concept of subinfinite rank is a generalization iDtrs- 
dueed in [6] of the concept of finite rsnk introduced in [lo]. A system of sets 42 
k if there is a positive integer n such that, whenever Vc %, IV’1 > n 
b then there are two distinct elements of V, one af which is a subset 
with B base of subinfinite rank is hereditarily metacom- 
02.75 @ 1982 Mwth-NoNand 
Some examples of spaces with bases of subinfinite ranl are 
include all metrizabie spaces, the Sorgenfrey line, the “two 
Alexandroff, which is a compactification f the Sorgenfrey line, and 
Pixley-Roy hyperspace of the real line. 
2. Posets with the finite awlchain condition 
We start. with some definitions. 
The cardinality of a set X is deuoted by 1X1. We wil! let a cardinal be rep nted 
by the minimum ordinal of that cardinality. Greek letters will denote infinite ordinals 
and LEE is the first infinite cardinal. An ortdinal is considered to be the set of all 
previous otdinals, 
Let (P, <) be a partially ordered set (poset). Two elements p, q of P are Acontpat- 
ible if there does not exist an element r of P such that p G r and Q 
be directed if every pair of e!Gments of P are compatible. 
Two elelments p,(I of P are incomparable, if plq and Q s p. A subset A of P is 
called an antichain provided every two elements of A are incomparable. P has the 
finite antichain condition (fat) if every antichain of P is finite. Note that every 
subset of a& poset with fat is also a poset with fat. The finite antichain condition is 
the natural! partially ordered set analog of subinfinite rank. Indeed, a collection of 
sets with nonempty intersection and having subinfinite rank when partially ordered 
by c satisfies the finite antichain condition. 
A subset A of a poset P is cofinal in P if every element of P is less than or 
equal to some element of A. 
The following is Dilworth’s theorem. 
Theorem [33. If (P, 4 is 0 partially ordered set and k E o is swk that 
of P has tit most k elements, then P can be eqwssed as the union of at most k -&sets 
oI‘P tNdr’y ordered by S. 
This theorem has proven to be quite useful in workin vin 
of finite or point-finite rank [6]. 
In the case of p;artially ordered sets satisfyin the finire antichain mndition there 
is no such characterization. I  fact, for any infinite c 
ordered set with the fat which cannot be e 
chains [ 14 J. The nizxt heorem is, however, a
for partially ardercd sets with fat. This theorem was pro 
and also noted by Pouzet, 
117 
t tith the fat whichean not be written as the 
P which are not decompos- 
nd define a sequence {qn: n E 4tl) of elements 
then, since 0, is not directed 
Detine for i C 2, Q,(ai) = 
is in one of the four subsets 
t two subsets are directed 
many directed sets. Choose 
any directed sets and we let 
te antichain of P contradicting 
e assumed to be Ti, unless otherwise stated. 
of X If x E X define st(x, 94) = 
family % has subinfinite rank if for 
ilies of open sets of X. We will say 
if every element of % is contained in some element 
UQ=IJ W and % is a partial 
is maximally distinguished with 
contains at most one element 
f X which satisfy this property. 
h respect o an open cover was 
hapter I, Theorem 181. 
family of subsets of X with subinfinite rank. If M is max. 
): x E M) is point-fini&. 
If P ik3 apose& we c the form (pa: CY < K} such that 
pa. If t,his cofinal subset has fat, then 
that there is a well-ordered 
vided every well-ordered 
in is countable. Therefore by the argument in the paragraph 
as a countable 
proof. @bar&, every point finite open Cover Of X is o-No&ki~a 
infinite rank. Suppose that every open” coprer of X has ad ~@ra ‘+ 
refinement with subinfinite rank. Let $G be an openb covet of X and, 
let V be an open refinement of $1: such that for every- V e Y there is: 
cl(V) ‘= U. Let W be an open o-No&&an refinetient of Y with sqbinfimite rank. 
Let A4 be a subset of X maximally distinguished with respect b W* F’c& ie&h a-~ A4 
let 3U be a countable subset of St@, W) such that 1 J 5% = St@, -W$ “say % - 
(G(a, n): n E w). For each a E A4 and each n ea, choose U(a, R)E ‘I!! ‘such that 
cl(G(a, n)) C V(a, n). 
Let Q E M, H(a, 0) == U(a, O)nSt(u, W), and for all n e w\(O) let H(a, n) = 
(U(a, n )\LJ (cl(G(a, k)): k < n}) n St(a, W). Let X(a) = {H(ca, n): n c (TV}, Suppose 
x E St(a, W) and let n(x) = Irin{n < W: x E cl(G(a, n))). Since, for al,1 IE < tl (x), 
x rf cl(G(a, n )) and i e cii(G(a, n(x))) c U(a, n(x)), it follows that x E H(u., a(x)) E 
%‘(a ). For every m < crj9 n(x) < m implies x& H(a, m). Thus Z(a) is 
open partial refinement of $c such that U Z(a) = St(a, W). 
Let Z’ = U {%“(a ): a E M}. Since M is maximally distinguished with respect o 
-w” and for all a E M, U H(a) = St(a, W’) it follows that: 
(1) {U %(a ): a E 44) is point finite, and 
(2j X=(JW=U{St(a, W):.~M~=u{u~(a):u~MI=u 
Since for all a EM, X(a) is point finite, %? is point finite. Hence 
open refinement of %. 
Note that every open cover of a linearly ordered space has an open refinement 
with rank G:! [13, Lemma 3.11. However WI with the order topology is not even 
meta-Lindeliif. [2, Example l] is a 7’2 space having a Noetherian base with countable 
rank (Noetherian a-disjoint base) which iz. not metacompact, Thus in Theorem 3.2 
neither the o-Noetherian or the subinfinite rank condition can be weakened. 
3.3. Theorem. Let X hwe a bnse -3 of wbivfinite ra?tk. 7hcn X is heredimily 
sn~tcmmgac 1. 
Proof. Let W bc a family )f open sets of X. It is sufficient to show that ha(a n 
open point-finite refinement. 
By induction we will choose a family { ,,: n < 0) of subsets of and a family 
(M,,: n +I) of subsets of X such that: 
(i) :%&I< TV; 
t Choose No c u 4610 such that MO is 
{k&:-k 5 a + 1). satisfy Ci)-(iv). Every element of 48, 
soAQ, is&sedinU~ n and also, U WUJ sfi = 
e&ore Ll(nbr: j closed in U W. So there 
h tefin@~ the collection (tt’\u {Mi: j s n): W E W} 
v dist. set Mn+1 wrt. Then (&:k~n+I} and 
and the induction is ~mpletz. 
For ah n < w and x E lb&,, it is possible by Theorem 2.1 to decompose st(x, 3,) 
into mily : i e k,} of finitely many directed subsets. If U %x,i c W for some 
WE then e t’.,i to be l,J CBqd, otherwise choose Vx,i E Cgx,,. Consider the set 
(V hi* l x E U (A&,: n e a}, i e k,). We note tlhat by (iii) above, this is a partial 
te ment of in fact, will be able show it contains apoint-finite refinement 
of 
Define { W} as follows: 
(i) x EM09 ick,}; 
(ii) Y&a = 
We claim Y= U n e o} is a point-finite refinement of W. We have already 
noted that Y is a partial refinement of W, and now we will show Y is a refinement 
of 
Assume 3” is not a cover of U W and we will arrive at a contradiction. Let 
Vi First note that v covers U {Mm : n < w} since, if x c M,, and .Y $ U v 
and Vx,i E Y,, for all i < k,. Therefore z a; Mn for all n <: w. 
= IJ {M,: j c n}, we have z 5 U a,, for all n < W. By induction we 
will choose (V, : n e W} such that: 
(i) I E V, and U,, E st(x, Se,) for some x E Mm ;
(ii) V, * Uj fot all j < n. 
Let (Wj: j < n} SiNtiS ) and (ii). The set U SB,, contains z, so there exists x E M,, 
such that z G St(x, There is an i <: Ire, such that Y e U %x,i* Since Vx,i c 
U (u Yj: j e n) at V,,i E YH, t e V’,i. Therefore V-,i # U %x,i and by the definition of 
V x,h can conclude that for all W E W, u %_v,i(t W. In particular, for all j < 
4 u & Q. The family qxBi is directed, so there exists U,, E %x,i such that z E l-4, 
and for all j < n, U,, 4 Ufi Then {Q: j s n} satisfies (ir and (ii). 
Let (U”: n <w) satisfy (i) and (ii). For ave UHnM,#O.Ifn<m, 
then b( condition (iii) of the definition of = 0, so U,, $ U,,,. Condition 
(ii) above states Lr,FL I(,, therefore the elements of {U, : YI 2: o} c stk 9) are pair- 
rable, which is a contradiction. erefore V is a refinement of W. 
Next we will show the countable family r!_j : n < W) is point finite. per L E (J “Y. 
and define I = {n : z E U %^,I. We will define a set {V, : R E I} c st(z, 9) of pairwise 
Let K be a cardinal. We will sa? $8 has rank Q whenever % f @I, U 4?4 #0 irnd 
I%1 2 K, then $I contains two comparable lements, 
We can ask if Theorem 3.3 is a special case of a mare general theorem for spaces 
with a base of rank <K. A good place to stnrt when trying to amwer,this question 
is with the next theorem. 
‘ll%csrsm [S]. Let (P’, G) be a posvt whm eoery an&#dn has cardiwlity km than 
K. Then g can he decomposed into K z directed sets. ib&f?reoosr, if K is weak/y coq?act, 
then f is the union of km than K directed sets. 
In private communication, Brian Scott has shown that “K’S” in the theorem above 
can be replaced by ‘*25”. 
The natural question is: 
Problem. If a space has a base of rank KK, does every open cover of the spz1ce 
have al refinement of order 25? 
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